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BOOBIE
To do his master's bidding. All you do 
is what she tells you to do.

TONY
Whatever. She's my girlfriend Boob.

BOOBIE
Maybe you need a new girlfriend then.

KAYA opens the door and pushes her way into the back seat.

TONY
What the fuck?

BOOBIE
Heeeey, we're smoking here man.

KAYA
Kikomo

The INFINITE DOOBIE stops burning and returns to a pre-rolled 
state.

TONY
How?

BOOBIE
Why?

HACK
Yeah fuck that, why?

KAYA
My name is Kaya and you three are in 
danger. I was sent by the THC to make 
sure that the Infinite Doobie doesn't 
fall into the wrong hands or stupid 
ass hands. Anyways I have to make sure 
that it gets safely back to the temple 
where it belongs.

HACK
I told ya'll this is the Infinite 
Doobie of legend!! Ya'll niggas 
thought I was bullshitting! Pass that! 
I'm never rolling up again.

BOOBIE passes it to HACK who tries to light it with a normal 
lighter to no avail.
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BOOBIE
How do we know you don't just want the 
doob for yourself?

KAYA
Because first of all, I don't smoke, 
okay. Secondly the Infinite Doobie is 
a blessing from Jah that was put here 
for all to enjoy. I was raised as a 
part of the THC since I was a baby.

TONY
The THC?

KAYA
The Horticultural Collective, an 
ancient organization that predates all 
known civili-

HACK is still trying to light the INFINITE DOOBIE.

HACK
I told them that already, we need to 
know why you're here, they can rewind 
if they missed the other relevant 
information, fuck it we streaming 
anyways...nobody goes to the theater 
anymore.

HACK puts the lighter down, the INFINITE DOOBIE behind his 
ear, and starts the car.

KAYA
I have to get you back to the temple. 
It's the only place that's safe for 
you right now.

TONY
I have an errand.

KAYA
This is more important than some 
errand.

BOOBIE
Anything is more important than that 
errand. Hey, how can we know for sure 
that you're on the up and up?

KAYA twists her body so her leg comes up and around onto 
BOOBIEs neck in a way that makes it impossible for him to
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breathe.

KAYA
I answered that already. I trained as 
a temple warrior my entire life old 
man. I am not a thief and I am not 
allowed to smoke.

BOOBIE
Okay. Cool, proof enough for me.

TONY
This makes zero sense.

KAYA
Tony, your name is Tony right? Okay, I 
know you don't believe in this but 
there are people who do and if you 
don't follow me your life could be in 
danger. Today. Like in a few minutes.

TONY
This is New York City, danger has to 
catch me first.

BOOBIE
We going express, no local stops. 
Yahmsaying?

KAYA
Why is this errand so important?

BOOBIE
Yeah Anthony.

TONY scowls.

TONY
I just wanted to do something nice for 
her before I--

KAYA turns in her seat to face forward, TONY still focuses 
his frustration on her.

TONY
Before I broke up with her. I'm 
breaking up with her. Today. Like in a 
few minutes. The least I could do is 
bring her what she wants.
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BOOBIE
Yes! She's outta here!

KAYA
I can ride with you, but we must get 
the Infinite Doobie to the temple 
right after your Masters errand.

TONY
She's not my Master!

KAYA
Theres no shame in having a Master. I 
study under Master Satavius in my 
temple. He has taught me many valuable 
lessons.

BOOBIE starts to laugh, TONY isn't amused.

HACK
So we going Downtown? That's what I'm 
hearing. Do you have a magic word to 
spark that shit up again?

KAYA
Milele!

                                                      CUT TO: 

EXT. CAFE - DAY

HACK's car pulls up in front of a small storefront with 
stripped bare decor on the inside and a rusty facade that 
reads BROOKLYN BEANS. HACKs car trails smoke from the windows 
as it jerks to a stop.

KAYA
Kikomo!

                                                      CUT TO: 

INT. CAR - DAY

BOOBIE
So you don't smoke huh?

TONY
All this smoke doesn't bother you?

KAYA
I was raised in the Temple of the
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Boom. The Monks would smoke every hour 
of the day. I had to learn restraint 
and self discipline in order to attain 
the level of enlightenment that I have 
now.

                                              CROSS DISSOLVE: 

INT. TEMPLE - DAY

A YOUNG KAYA trains on a Wing Chun wooden dummy in the 
temple. Smoke wafts through the air.

KAYA (V.O.)
I choose not to partake as part of my 
oath and commitment to being a warrior 
for the Infinite Doobie.

MASTER SATAVIUS walks through the room with a discman jamming 
out on headphones while he smokes a large blunt. The young 
version of KAYA shakes of the temptation and continues 
training.

                                           CROSS DISSOLVE TO: 

INT. CAR - DAY

Annoyed by the smoke that she cant partake in, KAYA holds up 
two small vials.

KAYA
Libb Notnilc!

The vials start to inhale smoke as well as any lungs, slowly 
filling to capacity.

HACK
Come on, you was around weed smoke all 
day and never got high?

KAYA
To be honest, getting a contact is one 
of the few joys I have in life. But I 
can't really smoke like I want until 
my mission is complete and the 
Infinite Doobie is safe.

TONY
What are you doing with those vials?
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KAYA
If you know how to use it, the smoke 
from the Infinite Doobie can grant you 
many abilities that normal Cannabis 
smoke cannot.

TONY
Like what exactly?

KAYA
This Cannabis gives me the ability to 
use the Iron Lung Shotgun technique.

BOOBIE
And normal Cannabis gives me the 
ability to not give a fuck.

KAYA gets a text alert.

MASTER SATAVIUS (TEXT)
Are you on your way?

KAYA
Let's get this coffee and go 
motherfuckers.

TONY
Hack, can you wait here? Just in case 
something goes sideways.

HACK
Yeah, no problem. I'm probably not 
going to be in Act II much anyways, I 
gotta do some running around.

INT. CAFE - DAY

The cafe is typical Hipster Brooklyn fare, an indie stripped 
down aesthetic that's trying way too hard. TONY flags down 
the clerk while BOOBIE and KAYA wait impatiently.

TONY
Can I get the french pressed zebra 
cortada?

BOOBIE
Yo never. Ever. Say French Pressed 
Zebra Cortada bae bro. Just say 
coffee.




